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INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW-5324 

Section 19502 

3 Credit Hours 

SUMMER I 2020 

 

SYLLABUS 

 

 

 

Professor Elizabeth Trujillo 

Class meeting times: Tues. 2:00 pm-3:50 pm., via Zoom   

Email:  eitrujil@central.uh.edu 

Office Hours:  We can set up a one-on-one telephone call as needed or set up a zoom call with 2 

or more students, but no more than 5 at a time.  Please email me directly to set these up.  If you 

want to set up a zoom call, please also copy my assistant, Melissa Fleet at mfleet@central.uh.edu, 

who can assist in making those arrangements. 

 

 

COURSE MATERIALS 

 

The required casebook for this course is Pauwelyn, Guzman & Hillman, International Trade Law 

(Wolters Kluwer, 3rd ed.). Unless otherwise noted, assignments are from the casebook.  There is 

also a corresponding supplement, Pauwelyn, Guzman & Hillman, International Trade Law 

Documents Supplement (the “Supplement”) which is strongly recommended but NOT required.  

Many of the chapters in the casebook indicate “key legal provisions” relevant to the chapter and 

can be found in the Supplement; however, many of these provisions can also be found online.  

Students are expected to read these provisions as well as the material in the casebook.  Updates on 

cases and additional readings may be distributed from time to time. 

 

Additional supplementary readings may also be made available on an online platform like 

BLACKBOARD or ONEDRIVE (I will confirm on the first day of class but will try to post on 

both formats so please register into BLACKBOARD).  I will do my best to keep the class as up-

to-date as possible and may change readings as a result.  All reading assignments are required 

unless otherwise noted.  

 

The WTO also provides an excellent website, www.wto.org, with a great deal of information.  

Among other things, this site has all the WTO caselaw available.  Another useful site for trade 

information and caselaw (both US and International) is http://www.worldtradelaw.net.  For 

research related to trade and development, see http://www.cid.harvard.edu/cidtrade/.   

mailto:mfleet@central.uh.edu
http://www.worldtradelaw.net/
http://www.cid.harvard.edu/cidtrade/
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Recommended Readings: If you need additional assistance with understanding the course material, 

the following may be helpful as optional readings: 1) Folsom's INTERNATIONAL TRADE LAW 

INCLUDING TRUMP AND TRADE IN A NUTSHELL, 7th (West Publishing, 2018);  

and 2) Michael J. Trebilcock and Joel Trachtman, ADVANCED INTRODUCTION TO TRADE LAW 

(Edward Elgar, 2020).   PLEASE NOTE that the bookstore will do its best to have these available 

for you but can not guarantee their arrival by the beginning of the course.  If you would like other 

recommendations, please feel free to ask me directly.  There are also many good law review articles 

that provide helpful overviews to trade concepts and institutions. 

 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION and OBJECTIVES 

 

International trade attracts a lot of attention and criticism, especially today.  Why do economists 

say that liberalizing trade flows is a good thing, and (if so) why is economic liberalization such a 

political controversial proposition? How can this liberalization go hand in hand with other public 

policy choices such as protecting the environment, addressing health and human rights, or 

promoting the economic development of poor countries? In this course, we will explore 

international trade law, with a particular focus on the multilateral trade system embodied in the 

World Trade Organization (WTO) and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).  We 

will examine why the WTO is there, how it developed from the GATT to what it is now, its 

connection to U.S. trade policy, and how trade rules fit with other public policy concerns.   

 

The course will offer you an in-depth, practical knowledge of substantive WTO law drawing 

heavily on case law.  It will address the basic principles of trade in goods and trade in services, as 

well as some of the more specialized WTO agreements on, for example, health measures, 

investment, and subsidies.  From a more procedural perspective, the course will pay close attention 

to the unique WTO mechanism for the solution of trade disputes, with special reference again to 

recent and ongoing cases, considering also the future role of the WTO given the recent dysfunction 

of the WTO Appellate Body.  Although the focus of this course is the law of the WTO, one of its 

driving themes will be to situate the role of the WTO, on the one hand, within the broader field of 

international law and, on the other hand, within the individual nation’s domestic politics and 

economic goals and to better understand the interaction between domestic (mostly U.S.) trade 

policy and that of the WTO.  

 

COURSE MANAGEMENT 

 

Important information about this course, including the schedule of classes, reading assignments, 

and important readings will be distributed weekly and made available on the course’s online 

platform.  Please pay attention to your emails regarding updates.     
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ASSESSMENTS, GRADING, AND PARTICIPATION 

 

Given the UH University current policy in connection to the COVID-19 pandemic, final 

course grades will be on a Satisfactory/Non-Credit Recorded basis.   To this end, there will be 

primarily 3 assessments: 1) your participation in the zoom sessions; 2) a written reflection essay 

assigned mid-way into the course on a topic to be determined but related to the material already 

covered; and 3) a final written assignment that will reflect your understanding and knowledge of 

the material covered in class.   

 

Problems will be assigned from time to time to help you understand the application of the GATT 

and WTO Agreements to a set of facts.  These are part of your participation grade and they will be 

discussed in class. 

 

Class attendance is expected and will be taken and count towards your participation grade.  If 

something important does come up and you do need to be absent from class, please let me know 

in advance.  

 

Class Participation is expected, though we will make necessary adjustments to the online format.  

In order to facilitate class participation, I will assign a panel of 2 people to lead the discussion on 

a particular reading assignment.  I will try to assign panels according to topical areas as identified 

in a Course Outline that will be distributed.  The first week of class I will ask you to let me know 

the topics that most interest you (from this Course Outline) and I will do my best to adhere to these 

wishes.  Given the size of the class, you will likely be on more than one panel.  Panels will lead 

the discussion and be “on call” for one unit covered.  Students are allowed to coordinate materials 

they present if they like.  Each class may include more than one unit.  If you are not on a panel that 

day, you are STILL expected to be prepared for class and participate in the class discussion.   

 

Comments on Zoom: If you would like to make a comment in class or ask a question, please use 

the chat feature on Zoom.  I may not answer your question immediately, but will attempt to 

assemble a few comments and questions and take time during class, to address these.  If there is 

an immediate clarifying question, please use the blue hand feature on zoom.   

 

PLEASE be patient with the use of the Zoom format—many of us are new to using Zoom for 

course instruction so there may some bumps along the road.  We will get through this together!!! 

 

Online Professionalism: Most of us are new to participating on online courses on a regular basis.  

Please remember that when your video is turned on, everyone participating can see you and your 

background.  We would like to respect everyone’s privacy and home, especially during these 

challenging times where we are spending a lot of time at home and all are dealing different personal 

circumstances.  To this end, please participate online as if you were in class.  Please be respectful 

in your attire and as much as possible, minimize background distractions and noise.  In some cases, 

you may not be able to control background noise, for example, if you have a dog or are caring for 

young children.  In these cases, please be sure to turn on your mute button (which is probably a 

good idea anyway as a matter of course unless you will be speaking).  Classes will be recorded for 

special accommodations and slides in class will be made available to you after class. 
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Zoom and Computer:  For questions concerning use of zoom and/or computer issues, please 

contact UH computer services at Lawcomputerhelp@central.uh.edu 

 

STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES 

Per the UHLC Student Handbook: “Requests for accommodations should be directed first to the 

Associate Dean for Student Affairs, with appeal to the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. 

Students with disabilities who feel that their requests for accommodations have not been 

appropriately addressed by the Law Center should address these complaints to the Executive 

Director of Affirmation Action (713) 743-8835.”  

STUDENT HEALTH 

Per the UHLC Student Handbook: “Physical or mental health problems can adversely affect a 

student’s academic performance. Students may wish to seek counseling from the University Office 

of Counseling and Testing at (713) 743-5454, or from the University of Houston Medical Health 

Service Center at (713) 743-5151.”  

The University of Houston’s Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) 

(http://www.uh.edu/caps) can help students who are having difficulty managing stress, adjusting 

to the demands of a professional program, or feeling sad and hopeless. To schedule an appointment 

with CAPS, please call (713) 743-5454. No appointment is necessary for the “Let’s Talk” program 

(http://www.uh.edu/caps/outreach/lets_talk.html), a drop-in consultation service at convenient 

locations and hours around campus.  

HONOR CODE 

UHLC’s Honor Code applies throughout this course, including participation and the 

completion of assessments.  

 

  

mailto:Lawcomputerhelp@central.uh.edu
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First week reading assignment:  

Unit 1 Topic:   

Class Introduction and Introduction and Is Free Trade Good? And Introducing the WTO 

[readings from Pauwelyn, Guzman & Hillman, International Trade Law case book, “PGH 

Casebook”] 

   

 Tuesday, June 2, 2020: Ch. 1: pp. 1-33; 

Thursday, June 4, 2020: Ch. 3 pp. 83-103.  Please read the Preamble of the WTO 

Agreement which can be found in the PGH Supplement or online at www.wto.org. 

 

 

 


